
162 SCHOOL SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS

Geometry.

463. Proposed by Richard S. Beardsley, Englewood High School, Chi-
cago, and George I^aynor, Seattle, Washington.

The medians of a triangle meet in the point M, the altitudes in the
point T, and the perpendicular bisectors of the sides in the point P.
Prove that points M, T and P are collinear and that M divides the line
segment so that PM : MT :: 1 : 2.

464. Proposed by N. P. Pandya, Sojitra, Dt. Petlad, India.
The symmedian point, the nine-points center and the point of concur-

rence of the Joins of the vertices with the points of contact of the incircle
on the opposite sides are known. Show how to construct the triangle.

465. Proposed by Clifford N. Mills, South Dakota State College, Brook-
ings, S. D.

Given an angle and two points A and B between the sides of the angle.
Show how to find the shortest path from A to B that touches both sides;
of the angle.

Class Room Sayings.

Q.: Why are furs "warm ?"
A.: Because they are poor conductors of heat and conduct the

cold away.
A. (another boy): The hairs on the furs makes the furs warm.

Q.: What occurred when alcohol was placed between two floating-
sticks?
A.: The alcohol made them separate fastly.

Define viscosity.
A.: Viscosity is the resistance of a force to change its form without

internal affliction.

Give a practical use of the hydraulic press.
A.: The hydraulic pump is used for water jacked. Because it

has four valves one for inlet and one for outlet.

Give construction of a radiometer.
A.: In a radiometer most of the air is pumped and the bulb is now

full of vacuum.

Q.: At what point on the earth will a dipping needle point ver-
tically?

A.: The needle will point N. and S. at Belfast and where the axis
of the earth is.

Define porosity.
A.: Porosity is the property of having holes or mooly coodles.

Define dispersion.
A.: Dispersion is the opening or separating of a bean of light.

Q.: What is done to prevent local action?
A.: Dip the zinc in some mercury. This is called alamagation.




